Cell size and individual growth rates vary substantially across genetically identical cell populations. This variation cannot entirely be explained by asynchronous cell division cycles, but also needs to take into account the differences in the histories that cells experience during their lifespan. We describe a stochastic framework to characterise cell size histories in an exponentially growing population. We show that these histories differ from cells observed in isolation, such as observed in mother machines. Quantifying these historical fluctuations allows us to predict the population growth rate. We highlight that the maximum attainable population growth cannot exceed the rate at which an average cell grows, but the population doubles faster than an average cell doubles its size. We validate this prediction using recent single-cell data. The theory thus provides fundamental limits on population fitness in terms of individual cell properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clonal populations often exhibit a high degree of variability in cellular physiology [1] [2] [3] [4] . Analysing the sources of these variations remains challenging because the statistics of single cells observed in isolation often differ from those observed in growing and dividing populations. In the absence of environmental and genetic variation, two factors determine phenotypic variability: (i) sister cells differ in cell cycle duration, growth rate and cell size because the intracellular processes by which these are determined operate ultimately using finite number of molecules 5, 6 , while (ii) distantly related cells differ because they experienced different life histories 7 . Dissecting these effects is crucial to infer what fluctuations cells are facing during their replicative lifespans 8 . Variation between sister cells is commonly studied by acquiring lineage trajectories that follow either one of the sister cells in each division while discarding the information about the other sister. We will refer to such a lineage as a forward lineage shown in Fig. I (blue). Experimentally, such observations are obtained using microfluidic traps 9, 10 or using computational cell tracking 5 , which have now been extensively used to inform phenomenological models for the dynamics of growth and division cycles of individual cells 2, 11, 12 . The benefit of this approach is that the age of each cell can be determined accurately without the bias that is observed in populations due to distributed cell ages and sizes.
Observing the variation in the histories of single cells is more elaborate because one needs to track an ensemble of growing and dividing cells to construct lineage trees of whole populations 1, 8, 13, 14 . In this way, one resolves the life histories of all individuals in the population preserving their ancestral relationships. To be precise, we here consider a cell's history which represents a lineage obtained from choosing an arbitrary cell in a population and tracing it back to the common ancestor the population originated from, see Fig. I (red line). For each cell in a) Electronic mail: p.thomas@imperial.ac.uk the population, there exists exactly one such path, which we will henceforth denote as a backward lineage. It is to be expected that the distribution of these trajectories represent a typical cell's history.
While most forward lineages may correspond to a possible cell history, it is unclear whether a typical history can be predicted from a forward lineage, because it ignores ancestral relationships. Intuitively one might argue that each history contributes differentially to the overall population growth. A typical history may diverge from 
FIG. 1. Lineages of clonal populations.
A population with distributed cell sizes arises from a pedigree with a common ancestor. Two types of lineages are used to characterise the tree. Forward lineages start from a common ancestor, end at an arbitrary cell in the population, and hence correspond to possible cell fates. Backward lineages start at an arbitrarily chosen cell in the population, end at a common ancestor, and are representative of a cell's history.
a lineage of a single cell observed in isolation even when environmental stresses or limitations are absent. Quantifying this dependence can give valuable insights into how single-cell parameters shape individual cell histories, how these properties are represented in a clonal population ( Fig. I dashed box) , and thus how cells keep memories of their past 15 .
Theoretical studies have mainly focussed on the forward approach because it can be simulated without affording to track whole populations 11 and because it is often more amenable to analysis [16] [17] [18] [19] . Retrospective models of populations are more common when studying genetic diversity due to rare mutations in populations with age-structure 20, 21 . Few theoretical studies to-date have given a quantitative description of cell histories due to phenotypic fluctuations 22, 23 . These studies established that a typical cell's history determines the populationgrowth rate but also that the strength of selection acting on an individual can be inferred from this history 8, 23 . Such an analysis is limited to the study of individual differences in cell age, which makes it difficult to reason about variation in cellular physiology that is typically observed in clonal populations.
While cellular division times are highly variable, division timing is not entirely determined by cell age, but also by cell growth and size. Cell division in bacteria, for instance, follows after elongation by a stochastic amount of cell length 11, 17, 24 , while other microbes more closely resemble sizer or timer controls 25 . The fact that each cell inherits a certain fraction of the mother's cell size, leading to correlated division times, complicates analysis of these effects. It, therefore, remains an open question what is the effect of stochasticity in cell physiology on individual cell histories in a growing population, and what part of this cell-to-cell variability contributes to the population-growth rate that is commonly associated with the fitness of a population.
In this article, we compare the lineage statistics obtained from an exponentially growing population whose individuals control division timings based on cell size. First, we briefly introduce our model assumptions and discuss the concepts of forward and backward lineages. We show that the population-growth rate is constrained by the distributions of birth-size and growth histories while relegating technical details to the Methods section. We then use these result to study how differences between sister cells affect typical cell histories. Specifically, in Sec. II A we study a population of cells whose individuals divide into two perfectly identical sister cells inheriting equal proportions of the mother's size. For these cases, the statistics of forward and backward lineages agree but it is not possible to maintain a stable size distribution despite the stochasticity in division times. In Sec. II B we investigate the consequences of imperfect division due to division errors. The cell-growth rate limits population-growth rate and is independent of the size control. The implications for asymmetrically dividing cell populations and the contributions of individuals to the overall population growth are discussed. Finally, in Sec. II C we investigate the effects of sister cell variations in the cell-growth rate. Using individual cell histories we show that growth rate fluctuations are subject to negative selection and provide bounds on the maximum attainable population-growth. We also investigate the effect of asymmetric sister cell growth. We finish with a discussion where we elaborate on applications of our findings in the context of recent single cell techniques. Our analysis highlights that cell histories in a population are strongly affected by differences between sister cells arising from the cell division process.
II. RESULTS
We assume that each individual cell undergoes exponential growth, a dependence that has been reported for E. coli 9 , C. crescentus 24 , B. subtilis 2 and S. cerevisiae 12 . The size of a cell of age τ follows the deterministic relation
where s 0 is the size at birth and α is the exponential cellgrowth rate. We account for three sources of variability: fluctuations in the birth size s 0 and division size s d , as well as variations in the cell-growth rate α between division cycles. Such growth variations have been observed in bacteria whose increase in length follows a single exponential between birth and division 2,4,9,26 . Assuming that cell division occurs at a rate γ(τ, s, α), it follows that the division time τ d is distributed according to
Changing variables from division time τ d to division size s d using Eq. (1), we find
where we set γ(τ d , s d , α) = αsγ(s d , s 0 , α). Stochasticity in the division times can therefore be directly related to fluctuations in the division size, and vice versa. The division size representation is convenient because it can be used to model cell size control, which has been reported to vary with growth media but is relatively independent of cell-growth rate 2 . We adopt this independence assumption from here on.
Forward lineages. The lineage approach is agnostic about population growth because it follows only of the two daughter cells. It is therefore not difficult to write an equation for the distribution of birth sizes and growth rates in a forward lineage 16, 19 (Methods 1), ψ f w (s 0 , α), which is
The division kernel K(s 0 , α|s d ) is the distribution of birth size and growth rate of the progenies of a mother cell with size s d . When division produces two daughters the it is given by a mixture
where K 1,2 (s 0 |s d ) denotes the distribution of birth size after cell division and ν 1,2 (α) the distribution of growth rates, which we assume to be independent 2,27 . We do not consider inheritance of growth rates because experiments in bacteria showed that correlations in growth rates are negligible across generations 2,4,9 . Cell histories. Determining the statistics of cell histories is more elaborate because we need to account for the growth of the whole cell population. To this end we consider the density n(τ, s, α, t) that counts the number of cells with age τ , size s, and cell-growth rate α. The total number of cells is given by
Since the probability for a cell to divide at age τ and size s is given by γ(τ, s, α)dτ dsdα, the cell density follows the evolution equation
Assuming further that the cell-growth rate α changes only at cell division, the density obeys the boundary condition
The condition ensures that the number of newborn cells in the population must equal twice the number of dividing cells. Similar approaches have been used to characterise distributions of age and size-structured populations [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Eqs. (7) are difficult to solve in practise because of the simultaneous dependence of the division rate on age and size. To make analytical progress, we restrict ourselves to the long-term behaviour in which the total cell number grows exponentially
Also the total mass of the population grows at the same rate. We show (Methods 2) that the distribution of birth size and cell-growth rates in backward lineages is obtained from the solution of Eqs. (7) as follows
Solving for the backward lineage distribution ψ bw allows us to predict the distributions measured across a growing population (Methods 2, Eq. (37a)). The population-growth rate λ, however, is a priori unknown. It can be shown that it is given by the maximum value of λ for which ψ bw can be normalised (Methods 2), and hence the backward lineage contains the full information about the population growth. We note that if there is a unique λ with dominant real part, the fraction of cells with a certain age and size is constant in a growing population, i.e. it settles to a stable size distribution. We will show how solutions to this equation are obtained in biologically relevant cases. We begin by studying stochasticity in the cell size control (Sec. II A), and then include variations in inherited cell size (Sec. II B) and cell-growth rates (Sec. II C).
A. Populations of perfectly dividing cells
As a first example we investigate an idealised situation in which each mother cell divides exactly into two identical daughter cells, which entails that both sizes and both cell-growth rates must be identical for the two daughter cells. This shows that albeit stochasticity in size control may lead to a stable age distribution, it cannot achieve a stable size distribution in a population.
No stable size distribution for perfectly dividing cells (9) reduces the equation to the integral
We obtain the characteristic equation for λ by integrating over s 0 and using the fact that ϕ is normalised. This leads to 2 = 2 λ/α0 , which has the roots λ n = α 0 (1 + n 2πi ln 2 ) for n = 0, 1, . . .. Since there exists no single value with dominant real part, the size distribution of perfectly dividing cells oscillates indefinitely. While this result is well known for cells that divide at a critical size 35 , we find that it holds for arbitrary cell size controls.
Ideal cell histories
Although a stable size distribution does not exist, we investigate the distribution corresponding to the population growing at rate λ = α. This distribution can be considered as the limiting backward lineage distribution for small but non-zero division errors or cell-growth rate variability, which satisfies
The equation is same as Eq. (4) for ψ f w , and therefore cell histories and forward lineages are identically distributed. The integral can be carried out if ϕ is independent ofs 0 for which ψ bw (s 0 ) = 2ϕ(2s 0 ). However, more generally the lineage distribution cannot be obtained without knowing the explicit form of the size control ϕ.
B. Populations of imperfectly dividing cells
Although cell division is a tightly controlled process it is hard to imagine that a mother cell can divide into two identically sized daughters. Even in symmetrically dividing organisms as E. coli the inherited size differs between daughter cells [36] [37] [38] . In this situation, the division kernel (5) can be written as
where p denotes the ratio of daughter to mother cell size.
Cell-growth rate sets population-growth rate
To characterise the population growth, we derive a characteristic equation for λ. Inserting Eq. (12) into Eq. (9) and integrating over s 0 yields 1 = 2 1 0 dp π(p)p λ α0 .
The inherited size fraction obeys π(p) = π(1 − p) because of size conservation. This implies that the daughter cells inherited half the mother size on average, i.e.
1 0 dp π(p)p = 1 2 , and thus the real solution to this equation is λ = α 0 . For cell populations producing daughters of different sizes, it follows that the elongation rate alone determines the population-growth rate. 
Cells are bigger in backward lineages
Next, we study the distribution of birth sizes in backward lineages. Using the result of the previous paragraph together with Eq. (12) we find
We note that this distribution is different than the one of a forward lineage. Specifically, comparison with Eq. (4) shows that the ratio of daughter to mother size in a backward lineage is distributed as
rather than π(p) as in the forward lineage. The equation shows that the observed daughter-mother ratio is skewed towards bigger daughters. Intuitively, this bias can be understood by the fact that bigger cells grow faster, divide quicker, and thus are overrepresented in backward lineages.
To investigate this effect using stochastic simulations we use a linear model relating division size to the size at birth of single cells. Many experimental studies employed such a linear regression to quantify division control 11, 25 . To this end we set γ(s, s 0 ) = γ(s − as 0 ), or equivalently
from which the division sizes can be sampled. The parameter a denotes different models of cell size control. For a = 0 division size varies irrespectively of birth size, often called the sizer mechanism. For a = 1 the size added from birth to division varies independently of birth size, an adder mechanism that is commonly observed in bacteria 2,17,24 . For a = 2 division size is proportional to birth size, which resembles cell-size control based on division timing. Intermediate values would behave either sizer-or timer-like 2 . Using the latter dependence we study the case of large division errors corresponding to an almost uniform distribution π(p) shown in Fig. 2a  (solid black line) . We can compare this distribution to π bw (p) which yields the daughter-mother ratio in backward lineages (solid red line). The stochastic simulations (shaded blue area) are in excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions.
A general solution of Eq. (14) is, however, difficult to obtain. We therefore characterise the distribution by its moments. The first moment, for example, can be obtained exactly for linear models, Eq. (16), through multiplying Eq. (14) by s 0 , integrating and solving the expression for the expectation value of s 0 . The mean birth size is obtained as
where CV[p] denotes the "division error" given by the coefficient of variation of π(p) . Interestingly, we find that, while in forward lineages, the mean birth size is independent of the division error, birth size increases with division errors in backward lineages. When these errors are small, the increase in birth size is solely determined by the division error and independent of the mechanism of size control. For higher division errors, we find that birth size increases with a (Fig. 2b) . Hence an adder mechanism leads to larger cells than the sizer mechanism. Likewise a timer-like mechanism (a = 1.5) produces larger cells than the adder control.
To demonstrate this counter-intuitive phenomenon in more detail, we performed stochastic simulations. Three representative lineages, shown for the adder (c, left) and sizer mechanisms (d, left), demonstrate that cells observed in backward lineages are typically bigger than in forward lineages. The histograms of birth sizes, obtained from simulations and by numerically solving Eq. (14) , confirm that cells are generally bigger in backward lineages than in forward lineages, while the distribution obtained using the adder (c, right) is significantly wider than the one obtained using the sizer control (d, right).
Histories of asymmetrically dividing cells have more mother than daughters
Albeit two daughter cells are never truly identical, for many species cell division is naturally asymmetric. In budding yeast, for instance, cell division distinguishes a smaller daughter from a mother cell. In this paragraph, we refer to the bigger cell as a mother, and to the smaller cell as a daughter and specify this dependence in the division size distributions. In forward lineages, mother (m) and daughter cells (d) can only occur in equal proportions
Because total size is conserved in the division process, these distributions obey π m (p) = π d (1 − p). The distribution of division size ratios is bimodal (Fig. 3a , dashed grey line). From the definition of π bw , Eq. (15), it follows that the proportion of size inherited by either cell type determines the fraction of mother cells observed in backward lineages as follows
Assuming size proportions of 1/3 for daughter cells and assigning the rest mother cells, we verify via stochastic simulations using the adder model that the proportion of daughter cells in backward lineage is indeed 1/3 (Fig. 3b) . A qualitative comparison of simulated forward (Fig. 3c , top left) and backward lineages (c, bottom left) confirms this dependence, which gives rise to a broad distribution of birth sizes (c, right). For the sizer model (Fig. 3d) mother and daughter cells have well-separated size distributions, as expected.
C. Populations of cells with varying cell-growth rates
We finally consider the case in which cells divide into daughters of equal sizes but differing cell-growth rates. The form of the division kernel describing this situation is
where ν(α) is the distribution of cell-growth rates in a forward lineage. In order to separate the contributions of size and cell-growth rate, we make the ansatz (red dots) confirm that the population-rate is smaller than the mean elongation rate of single cells (dashed black line). Strains and growth conditions are ranked by growth rate gain and error bars denote maximum error from the reported 95% bootstrap confidence intervals. Lower bounds are estimated using mean division times and elongation rates as in Ref.
3 (dashed red line). (b) Time-lapse observations of microcolonies 39 provide an independent experimental validation of the growth bounds. 
It is now clear that cell size in backward lineages depends on cell-growth rate. Integrating the above equation, one obtains an equation for λ that shows an intricate coupling between population growth, cell-growth rate and birth size that makes it difficult to analyse analytically.
Growth rate fluctuations are detrimental to population fitness
Although Eq. (21) needs to be solved numerically, upper and lower bounds of the population-growth rate can be obtained (Methods 3). Specifically, we find that the population-growth rate cannot exceed the mean growth rate of a single cell but the population doubling time is shorter than the time in which a single cell doubles its size, that is
The underlying biological assumption for this result to hold is that cells cannot grow infinitely fast and it remains valid for asymmetrically dividing cell populations (Methods 3). Because the upper bound is sharp only for deterministic growth, it follows that fluctuations in cell-growth rate must decrease population growth. It also follows that determining population-growth rate based on individual cell-growth rate always overestimate population-growth rate while measures based on size doubling rate always underestimate it. We validate this prediction using reported cell-and population-growth rates of E. coli cells 3,39 (Fig. 4) . Because these studies do not provide an estimate of E f w [ 1 α ], we used division time as a proxy (dashed red line). This yields the same lower bound as obtained by Hashimoto et al. 3 . Using simulations we found that the lower bound provided here, Eq. (22) can be sharper, especially for large division errors (not shown).
To make further analytical progress, we ignore variability in cell size control, ϕ(s d |s 0 ) ≈ δ(s d − 2s 0 ), in the following. We then find that, after integrating, Eq. (21) reduces to
which determines the population growth rate λ. This equation is an Euler-Lotka equation 40 with division time τ d = ln 2/α. Its predictions are highly accurate for different modes of size control (Fig. 5a, solid line) . Insights into its solution can be obtained by using an approximation valid for small cell-growth fluctuations (Methods 4), which results in
where To investigate the effect of cell size control on population growth, we numerically solve Eq. (21) . We find that errors in size control can increase the population growth rate slightly above the estimate (23), which we demonstrate for the adder mechanism (Fig. 5a, inset) . The impact of size control on population growth requires the presence of cell-growth variations, however. Thus the bounds given in Eq. (22) demonstrate that growth fluctuations fundamentally constrain population fitness.
Cells grow faster in backward lineages
Having determined the population growth rate, we discuss the distribution of cell-growth rates in a backward lineage. Since this distribution determines the cellgrowth rate, it must be given by the term below the integral of Eq. (23),
Interestingly, we find that the probability of cell-growth rates in forward and backward lineages is equal for cells growing at the same rate as the population. As a consequence cells growing faster than the population are overrepresented while slower cells are under-represented. Using a similar approximation as in Eq. (24), we find that
meaning that the expected cell-growth rate in a backward lineage is larger than in a forward lineage (Fig. 5b red line). The resulting shift to higher cell-growth rates in the backward lineage distributions (Fig. 5c ) is well described by Eq. (25) . Similarly, the size of fluctuations is smaller in backward than in forward lineages because of the increased mean (Fig. 5b, inset) . Our predictions are shown to be in excellent agreement with stochastic simulations.
Histories of asymmetrically growing cells contain fewer slow than fast growing cells
Single-cell experiments revealed that asymmetric division in mycobacteria results in sister cells that differ in their elongation rates 41, 42 . Specifically, a daughter inheriting the new pole grows slower than an old pole cell. By symmetry it is clear that the proportions of old pole (op) and new pole cells (np) must be equal in forward lineages,
The distribution of individual cell-growth rates in backward lineages is obtained by using the above relation together with Eq. (25) . For new pole and old pole cells with different mean growth rates, Fig. 6a (left) shows that the growth rate distribution in backward lineages contains fewer cells with a slow growing pole than expected in forward lineages. The fraction of new pole cells observed in backward lineages is given by an exponential weighting of the cell-growth rate against the population-growth rate
To understand this result in more detail, define the size doubling time τ d = ln 2/α and note that 2
is the size-proportion that a cell growing at rate α contributes to the growth of the population. We verify this dependence through simulation (Fig. 6b) . We also show that the distribution of birth sizes is indeed close to the statistics of ideal lineages (c). The good agreement with the simulations verifies the accuracy of the employed approximations. Qualitatively, a few stochastic realisations of forward (d, top) and backward lineages (bottom) confirm this result.
III. DISCUSSION
We presented a method to predict histories of single cells in an exponentially growing population. Our analysis reveals that physiological differences in sister cells have a significant impact on individual cell histories and their contribution to the overall population-growth. We found that if every cell division results in a pair of perfectly identical sister cells, inheriting both the growth rate and equal proportions of the mother's size, the statistics of forward lineages histories can be predictive for cell histories. Cell division is naturally imperfect and when this happens, cell histories in a population deviate from forward lineages because larger cells grow faster and hence contribute more to the overall population growth, which becomes particularly conspicuous for asymmetrically dividing cells such as budding yeast. When sister cells grow at different rates we showed that it is the sizefraction that a cell contributes to the growth of the population that determines its history. Consequently, fast growing cells contribute more to a typical cell's history than they contribute population growth. These findings highlight the dependence of cellular histories on physiology.
A range of single-cell tracking devices are used to study cellular growth and size control. Mother machines, for instance, are used to measure forward lineages of E. coli cells. Such devices yield qualitatively different results from chemostats, as for example, increased filamentation rates 43 and the production of mini-cells 9 . Our theory could be used to explain these differences because of the different proportions cells are being repre-sented in cell histories and growing populations. Microchemostats 3, 14, 43 are ideal candidates to facilitate the long-term observation of cell histories that we have proposed here. More recent approaches allow measuring growth rates directly in populations, the statistics of which can be inferred from cellular histories (Methods 2). The proposed quantitative framework thus bridges the gap between these competing experimental approaches 44 . Using this theory, we obtained two fundamental bounds on the population dynamics: the population growth-rate can never exceed the rate at which an average cell grows but the population-doubling time is shorter than the time at which an average cell doubles its size. We validated this dependence using available single-cell data. Within the theoretical bounds, cell size control can affect population growth but only in the presence of cell-growth variations. It hence follows that growth fluctuations are fundamentally limiting the fitness of a cell population.
Previous studies provided similar lower bounds on population-growth rate based on division timing 3, 40 . We found that when cells control their division size, leading to correlated division times, that cell populations cannot exploit their phenotypic variations to increase population fitness above the rate at which an individual cell grows, which we validated using available single-cell data. Populations could exploit this mechanism for noise reduction by negative selection, for instance, through mutations that tend to decrease individual growth differences.
Individual cells must make decisions based on their past. The fact that cells within a clonal population experience histories that cannot be predicted solely from observations of cells in isolation is due to the division process that results in progeny with variable physiology. It would be interesting to study how cells may exploit these historical fluctuations to win competitions or to enable population-level strategies 45, 46 .
We first summarize the lineage approach briefly. We consider a sequence of cellular birth sizes where the information about one of the daughters is discarded. The sequence of birth volumes and cell-growth rates obtained in this way is a forward lineage. In simple terms, it can be modelled by expressing the birth size at the start of the (n + 1)-th cell cycle as a function of the size at the end of the n-th cell cycle 16, 19 
We here assume that (i) the proportions of size p
inherited by a daughter cell of the n-th is identically and independent distributed with density π(p), (ii) the cell-growth rates α (n) are independently distributed between daughter cells with distribution ν(α), and (iii) the division sizes s (n) d are conditionally independent with density ϕ s d s 0 , α . The stationary lineage distribution ψ f w (s 0 , α) is obtained by writing an integral equation that maps the n-th generation's distribution to the (n + 1)-th generation's distribution and taking the limit n → ∞. The result is Eq. (4).
Characterising cell size control using linear models
On a phenomenological level, we assume that division size is independent of cell-growth rate and set ϕ s d s 0 , α = ϕ (s d − as 0 ). This corresponds to a linear model 11,25 of the function s
where the parameter a implements the size control (a = 0 sizer, a = 1 adder, a = 2 timer, see Sec. II B) and the η (n)
are independent and identically distributed increments. For any cell in a forward lineage, the distribution of growth rate is then ν(α) = 1 2 ν 1 (α) + 1 2 ν 2 (α) but the lineage distribution of birth sizes is difficult to obtain analytically. It is often more straightforward to obtain a characterisation in terms of moments 17 . The mean birth size can be obtained by using the linear model in Eq. (4) and multiplying the result by s 0 and performing the integration. This shows that
is independent of the division error CV [p] . However, the mean birth size exists only if a < 2, and thus ruling out a timer mechanism for size-homoeostasis 19,47,48 .
Statistics of backward lineages
The density n(τ, s, α, t)dτ dsdα counts the number of cells at time t with age between τ and τ +dτ , size between s and s + ds, and cell-growth rate between α and α + dα. Denoting by γ(τ, s, α)dτ dsdα the probability for a cell to divide at age τ and size s, the cell density evolves as follows
When the cell-growth rate α does not change between cell divisions, expanding the total time derivative in Eq. (32) leads to the evolution equation (7a) given in the main text. The boundary condition, Eq. (7b), ensures that the number of newborn cells must equal the number of dividing cells. Integrating Eq. (32) shows that the distribution of division times τ d is given by Eq. (2) of the main text. To characterise the single cell behaviour, we change from division times to division sizes characterised by the distribution ϕ(s|s 0 , α) given by Eq. (3). While this characterisation is exactly equivalent to Eq. (2) (see also Ref. 29 ), it allows for a tremendous simplification of Eqs. (7) because it removes the simultaneous depends on cell age and size. The result of this change of variables is the evolution equation 
which is subject to the boundary condition αs 0 n(s 0 , s 0 , α, t) = 2 
where λ i denote the eigenvalues of the integro-differential operator. In the long-term limit the solution is dominated by the eigenvalue with largest real part λ 0 . For now, we assume that such a dominant eigenvalue exists and set n(s, s 0 , α, t) ∼ N 0 e λ0t Π 0 (s, s 0 , α).
We identify Π 0 (s, s 0 , α) as the stable distribution of size, birth size and cell-growth rate. We then see from Eq. (6) of the main text that the total cell number grows exponentially N (t) ∼ N 0 e λ0t for long times. Note that in the main text we use λ to denote the dominant eigenvalue instead of λ 0 . Using the above equation in Eq. (33a), we find 
which gives the probability that a cell with birth size s 0 and growth rate α has not divided before reaching size s. The density ψ bw (s 0 , α) is the ancestral distribution of cell-growth rate and birth size that contains the information about the history of the cells. ψ bw (s 0 , α) is to be determined from the boundary conditions and the denominator containing α is a factor chosen for convenience. Inserting Eq. (35) This equation determines (i) the population-growth rate λ 0 and (ii) the distribution of birth sizes in a backward lineage.
Bounds on the population-growth rate
To obtain lower and upper bounds on the populationgrowth rate we specialise Eq. (37c) to the case in which growth rate fluctuations and division errors are independent K(s 0 , α|s d ) = ν(α) 1 0 dp π(p)δ(s 0 − ps d ), (38) where ν(α) is the distribution of growth rates and π(p) is the ratio of daughter to mother size after cell division in a forward lineage. As in the main text, we now set φ(s 0 ) = s −λ0/α 0 ψ bw (s 0 , α)ν(α) and assume that ϕ(s d |s 0 ,α) to be independent ofα. We then obtain φ(s 0 ) =2 Computation of the bounds requires bounding the expectation value in square brackets. a. Lower bound. We notice that the integrand of thẽ α-integral is convex in 1/α. Using Jensen's inequality we obtain .
